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Introduction
In the United States, one-fifth of people over the age of five—55.4 
million people—speak a language other than English at home.1 
While many of these people also speak English very well, more than 
40 percent have limited or no English speaking abilities (see Figure 
1). The numbers of people with limited English proficiency (LEP) 
and the languages they speak vary significantly from state to state, 
and even from city to city. Many of those who will be newly eligible 
for coverage in 2014 are likely to be people with limited English 
proficiency, particularly in larger, more racially and ethnically diverse 
states like California and Texas. For example, a recent report found 
that, without effective multilingual outreach and enrollment efforts 
to inform people about available coverage and assistance with the 
application process, language barriers could prevent an estimated 
110,000 Californians with limited English proficiency from enrolling in 
coverage through the state’s health insurance exchange.2

Enrollment stakeholders need to assess which languages outreach 
and enrollment materials need to be produced in to best serve 
their target uninsured populations. It is also critically important 
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Figure1.
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Source: Hyon B. Shin and Robert A. Kominski. Language Use in the United 
States: 2007, American Community Survey Reports, ACS-12 (Washington: U.S. 
Census Bureau, April 2010), available online at: http://www.census.gov/
prod/2010pubs/acs-12.pdf.
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to ensure that materials are developed and translated in culturally 
and linguistically appropriate ways. Poor translations can seriously 
jeopardize enrollment efforts by confusing or misinforming potential 
enrollees, possibly resulting in mistrust among people with limited 
English proficiency. 

This brief focuses on when and how to translate written materials 
into languages other than English, as well as how to ensure that 
you end up with high-quality translations. It also provides tips on 
managing the translation process. 

Discussion
When to Translate
Translation makes communication possible among people who 
read or write in different languages and who have different cultural 
heritages. Translated documents can also improve the health literacy 
of new immigrants and others who are not familiar with the health 
care system in this country. Language barriers are not the only health 
literacy factors at play, of course, but people with LEP have a higher 
likelihood of facing communication difficulties in a health care setting 
due to linguistic and cultural differences.3

This guidance, issued by the Department of Health and Human 
Services’ Office of Civil Rights, outlines how entities that receive 
federal government funds must ensure meaningful access for people 
with LEP. It lays out four factors that can be used to assess when 
materials should be translated into other languages: 

1. the number or proportion of LEP people who are eligible for 
services or likely to be encountered by the program or grantee 

2. the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with 
the program 

3. the nature and importance of the program, activity, or service 
provided by the program 

4. the resources available to the grantee or recipient and the costs4

In practice, materials must be translated for each LEP language group 
that constitutes 5 percent (or 1,000 people, whichever is less) or 
more of the population that is likely to be served by the program.5 
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Even if your organization is not subject to this guidance, it may be a 
helpful starting point for evaluating which materials to translate and 
what language to translate them into. Your organization or company 
may also be able to fill an important niche by translating materials 
into languages that are not required by the federal guidance. 
Translating materials into additional languages may provide a crucial 
bridge to coverage for certain non-English speakers who might 
otherwise never receive written outreach or enrollment materials 
that they can read and understand. 

Also keep in mind that some cultures are less reliant on written 
materials. If your target population includes people from a cultural 
or ethnic group that relies more heavily on oral communication, you 
may want to prioritize providing other forms of cultural and linguistic 
supports, such as interpreters, above translations. 

Characteristics of a Good Translation
zz Avoid Direct Translation

Simply knowing a language or using a bilingual dictionary to 
“translate” text word-for-word is not sufficient. There often are 
no precise equivalents for English words, phrases, or concepts, 
and this is certainly true of the terminology that is used to talk 
about health care and coverage. As a result, literal translations 
sometimes result in awkward language or significant errors that 
can completely mislead the reader.6 Translation websites and 
“apps” are also inappropriate for translating materials, because 
they cannot account for context, tone, reading level, or regional 
differences. Although websites and apps may seem like quick, 
inexpensive solutions, the resulting translations are rarely 
accurate, and they may often be of such poor quality that they 
confuse or mislead your target population. 

A competent translator will do much more than simply convert 
words to a different language: The translator will use common 
words that are familiar to the target audience to express the 
concepts. The result should be a translation that is complete and 
accurate—but not literal or word-for-word. 
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zz Consider the Source
One way to make sure your translated materials are high-quality 
is to make sure the source materials are as good as they can be 
in English.7 Most health-related source documents are written at 
a 10th grade reading level or above. Making sure the translated 
document is written at an accessible reading level for the 
intended audience may require adjusting the reading level of 
the source document. Keep in mind that translators typically 
translate based on the reading level and tone of the source 
document. They do not automatically make adjustments to 
simplify the text for an LEP audience. If the translated material 
needs to be simplified for the LEP audience, chances are these 
simplifications would also benefit the audience that is reading 
the document in English. 

If you decide your LEP audience needs the material written at 
a different reading level, remember to make that clear when 
you request the translation. Translators can work with you to 
adapt the content for your audience. In an adapted translation, 
the translator reads the document carefully to understand its 
content and then writes the information at a reading level 
that is appropriate for the audience. Because health coverage 
information can be quite complex, translations may require a 
specialized translator who has experience with translating this 
kind of information.   

zz Strike the Right Tone
It is also important to get the tone right. Tone is the implied 
attitude of the writer toward the subject and the audience. 

Failing to strike the right tone in a translation can alienate or 
mislead the reader, defeating the purpose of the translation 
altogether. The author’s choice of words, phrasing, and images 
all contribute to the tone of the document. The tone might be 
friendly and encouraging if the document urges readers to learn 
new information or enroll in a health insurance plan, or the tone 
might be serious and authoritative if it is a legal document that 
explains laws or regulations. 
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Figure 2. Brochure on Interpreter Services from the D.C. Medical Assistance Administration

zz Offer Assistance
A good translation will help ensure that people can understand 
the materials and processes related to applying for coverage 
and choosing a plan. However, the most important thing may 
be translating instructions on how to obtain assistance with 
the process and explaining that such assistance is available at 
no cost. Studies suggest that most people, regardless of their 
preferred language, expect that they will need assistance with 
the enrollment process.8 Even if an entire document will not 
be translated into other languages, providing short “call outs” 
in other languages that tell readers how to obtain help in their 
preferred language (by calling a helpline, visiting the office of a 
government agency or community-based organization, or going 
to a website) will be critically important (see Figure 2).

For more information, 
see Bridging the 
Enrollment Gap: The 
Importance of Providing 
In-Person Assistance from 
Enroll America.
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Figure 3. Example of Text Expansion

zz Consider Format and Design
It is important to keep formatting in mind when translating 
materials, because different languages require different amounts 
of space to express the same idea. Translators call this “text 
expansion.” In order to avoid crowding the page by forcing 
another language into the same space as the original, talk to the 
designer and translator and plan ahead for more space when 
necessary. As you can see in Figure 3, the Spanish and Russian 
translations take much more space than the original paragraph 
does in English. Make sure that applications, brochures, and 
websites account for text expansion, and that translated text 
maintains the same formatting (font size, text-to-white-space 
ratio, etc.) as the English version. 
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Figure 4. Renewal Reminder in Spanish 

The translator, together with others who are working on the 
design and layout of the translated materials, should also 
be aware of cultural nuances. It is important that outreach 
and enrollment materials include meaningful examples and 
appropriate images that “speak” to the target audience (see 
Figure 4). The use of certain colors or symbols may also carry 
unexpected meaning in some cultures. The translated document 
may require a different color scheme or layout than the source 
document.

What to Look for in a Translator
Look for a translator who is a good writer, is familiar with health 
insurance concepts and terminology, and who knows the target 
audience. Ask if the translator can adapt and write in plain 
language—using common words, short sentences, and other 
strategies to improve the document’s readability. Finally, look for a 
translator who understands the importance of tone. 

Most translators translate into their native language. Ideally, your 
translator should be a native speaker of the language of translation 
(e.g., a native Korean speaker should translate materials from other 

Here’s an example 
of a Spanish 
language postcard 
with an image that 
doesn’t fit. A Latina 
adult and child 
would be more 
appropriate.
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languages into Korean). Translators should also keep in mind any 
regional variations that might exist among the speakers and readers 
of the language that the materials are being translated into, and they 
should strive to use neutral language that speakers from multiple 
regions will understand. Just as English speakers from the United 
States, England, and Australia use different words for the same 
objects and concepts, so do Spanish speakers from Puerto Rico, 
Mexico, and Peru.  

Also, remember that translators are writers, each with his or her 
own style. If you are sending multiple materials to be translated and 
they all relate to the same programs or topic, they should ideally 
be translated by the same person so that the writing style will be 
consistent and readers will not be distracted by a different style or 
inconsistent word choices. Another option is to contract with an 
editor if there are several different translators who are contributing 
to the same body of work. Some language services companies also 
include editing as part of their services.

Finally, consider contracting with a translator certified by the 
American Translators Association (ATA), which has developed specific 
standards for competence and ethics for translators in 90 countries 
for 24 different language combinations.9 The ATA certification 
credential appears as the letters “CT” after the translator’s name. 
The ATA offers a free online directory of certified translators that can 
be searched by a variety of fields, including areas of specialization, 
language, and location (see their website at http://www.atanet.org/
onlinedirectories/).  

Evaluating a Translation
You may feel like you have no way to assess the quality of the 
translations you receive if you do not speak or write the language 
of the translation. There are three things you can do to give your 
translator direction and evaluate your translator’s work:

1. Be Clear about Expectations
Make your expectations very clear before the work begins. For 
example, you might request that the translation be:

zz Free of grammatical, punctuation, and spelling errors

zz Written at approximately a fifth grade reading level 

http://www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/
http://www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/
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zz Written with a particular audience in mind, when applicable 
(if the target population is from a particular country or 
region, for example)

zz Written with a friendly, encouraging tone

You might even ask your translator to help you develop your criteria.

It is also important to specify the format the translation is to be 
delivered in (Word document, pdf, etc.) and to be clear about the 
agreed upon payment rate. For example, will payment be based 
on the length of the source text or the target text? 

2. Get a Second Opinion
Once the translator has completed a draft, you can give your 
list of expectations and the translated document to a different 
translator and ask him or her to evaluate the translation using 
your criteria. You can also request that the new translator 
translate the document back into English.10 This can be a 
useful way to measure the quality of work by verifying that the 
messages and concepts you want to convey are being translated, 
rather than just the words (but do not expect the back-translation 
to mirror the original). If you are planning to work with a second 
translator, tell your primary translator in advance that you will do 
this from time to time. 

3. Always Field Test
Finally, always conduct field testing with translated documents 
before producing them in large quantities. Recruit participants 
to read the translated document, watch them, and ask 
questions that are designed to elucidate whether the document 
communicates key messages in a reasonable amount of time. 
For example, after reading a brochure about the new health 
coverage options that are available, do the readers feel that the 
new coverage programs are for them? Do they feel motivated 
to apply? Do they trust the organization that produced the 
brochure? Do they understand how to apply or get help to learn 
more? Listen to what participants say about the translator’s 
word choices, sentence structure, and tone, and discuss those 
comments with your translator. 

Tip: When possible, 
collaborate with 
government entities 
that serve non-English 
speaking constituencies, 
like consulates or 
embassies. Most of these 
entities have a health and 
wellness unit that helps 
citizens abroad. These 
entities can sometimes 
give feedback and 
examples of materials 
that are currently in use in 
their countries.
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Conclusion
Translation is an iterative process and is more art than science. 
But taking the time to create high-quality translations will send 
a welcoming, inclusive message to people with limited English 
proficiency that their language limitations need not be barriers 
between them and enrolling in health coverage. 

Additional Resources 
The Center for Health Literacy, Translation: A Must-Have Guide 
(Reston, VA: MAXIMUS, July 2010), available online at http://
www.maximus.com/sites/default/files/Translation%20A%20
Must-Have%20Guide.pdf.

National Council on Interpreting in Health Care, American 
Translators Association, What’s in a Word? A Guide to 
Understanding, Interpreting, and Translating in Health Care (Los 
Angeles: National Health Law Program, 2010), available online 
at http://www.healthlaw.org/images/stories/Whats_in_a_
Word_Guide.pdf.

http://www.maximus.com/sites/default/files/Translation A Must-Have Guide.pdf
http://www.maximus.com/sites/default/files/Translation A Must-Have Guide.pdf
http://www.maximus.com/sites/default/files/Translation A Must-Have Guide.pdf
http://www.healthlaw.org/images/stories/Whats_in_a_Word_Guide.pdf
http://www.healthlaw.org/images/stories/Whats_in_a_Word_Guide.pdf
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